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Openings Still Available
In General Ed. Classes

N.

1964

44

ASB Meeting Today;
Three Vacated Seats
Student Council will kick off its year’s chief justice, quit because a
d
a class conflict. All three were
first session of the semester toas
in the College Union by opening elected to the council for the first
applications for two or three corm- time in last spring’s elections.
oil seats left vacant by resignsStudents vs ho want to fill the
tions.
I vacancies should pick up applicaJunior representative Larry Fer- lions at the College Union, .115 S.
i.ario and graduate representatise Ninth St. According to Bob Pisan,
Bob Powers have officially re- ASH president, applications will
signed, will open applications for probably be accepted until next
their seats today.
Wednesday, Sept. :10.
Leslie Sears, another junior repCOM MITTEF:
resentative, has changed colleges.
She has not yet notified councilCouncil will appoint a special
sf her resignation, so officially her commit tee to interview caixikiates
seat cannot yet he declared open.; next week. Pisano will then appoint the new representatives,
PEACE CORP!,
Also on the agenda for today’s
Powers resigned to join the
powas corps and F,,rrario. last : meeting is treasurer Jack Perknes
report. He is expected to announce
a Spartan Daily deficit of nearly
s5,000 for last year.

Vacancies still exist in the followmg General Education classes and sect;ons
reports Dr. John W. Gilbaugh, Dean of th College. Students should go to depart
mental offices to make arrangements for Wing into them.
COURSE (Number and Title)
Anthro. I -Introduction to Anthropology

2

TIME(S) AND DAY(S)

7:30 MWF; 8:00. 11:00 TTH: 1230
MWF; 7:00 p.m. TH
7:10 MWF; 8:00, 9:30 7TH: 12:30
Anthro. 2 -Cultural Anthropology
MWF; 7:00 p.m. T
7:00 p.m. MW
Art I2A-Design
8:30, 2:30 MW
Art 25ADrawing and Composition
12:30 MWF
Art 918Art History
8:30 TTH
Art 111 -Sculpture
930 TIN
Art 18IAArt of Asia
1:30 TTH
32 -Introduction to American Business
3:30 TTH
Biology 10-General Biology (Leo)
10:30 TTH
Biology 101Biological History of Man
7:30. 12:30 MVO.
IA.Guneral Chemistry (lee)
Chem. IA.Guneral Chemistry (Lab) (Hon.’) 9:30 MWF
3:30 MWF
Chem. 1A -General Chemistry (Lab)
10:30 MWF
Chem. 18 -General Chemistry (Lec)
2:30 TTH
Chem. 18 -General Chemistry (Lab)
11:30, 1:30 MWF
Chem. 8 -Organic Chemistry (Led
Pisano will also introduce to
1:30 F
Chem. 9-Organic Chemistry (Lab)
council Robert Anderson, new ad7:30 MWF
Chem. IA-General Chemistry (Lac)
viser. Dr. Lowell M. Walter, ad7:00 p.m. 1; 7:00 p.m. TH
Chem. 11A -General Chemistry (Lab)
viser for nine yars, resigned at the
8:30 MWF
Chem. 1111-General Chemistry (Lec)
Morgan, the pledge greets the dog, Shorts.
Lambda
brothers
of
PLEDGE-The
MIXED
UP
1:30 F; 2:30 TH
close of last semester.
Chem. 11B -General Chemistry (Lab)
16
Fraternity
rush
started
last
week
end
at
SJS’
have
this
anonymous
Chi
Alpha
apparently
2:30 TTH
Chem. 308-Introductory Chemistry (Lec)
The chief executive also plans to
houses and continues through this week, with
pledge confused. While the Greeks. I. to r., Al
7:30 M; 7:30 W: 7:30 TM; 2:30 7;1
Chem. 308-Introductory Chemistry (Lab)
address council on his approach to
prospective
smokers
and
banquets
for
the
Mike
West
and
Walker,
Bob
Chris
Baz,
Smith.
2:30 TH
student government and the goals
Greeks planned by the various houses.
Ken Mockel, admire Alpha Phi coed Connie
9:30, 2:30 MWF
Econ. 1A -Principles of Economics
he wants to set for his adminis7:30,
10:30,
2:30
MWF
1:30,
of
Economics
Econ. 18 -Principles
tration.
12:30 TH; 7:00 p.m. M; 7:00
A famed Polish writer and transp.m. TH
Pisano plans to outline his ideas
lator. Mme. Anna Trzeciakowska.
12:30 MWF
Econ, 100-Current Economic Problems
for a new era of "professionalism"
today
in
a.m.
speak
at
11:30
will
MWF:
2:30
5 sections of 1:30
Engl. IA -Composition
to pervade the entire ASH governMWF: 7:00 P... MW
On "Polish Reactions to ment structure.
8:30, 10:30 MWF: 8:30 TH: 9 30
Engl. 50A-European Literature
American Authors." She is visiting
MWF; 7:00 p.m. 7
SJS as part of an extended visit
11:30 MWF; 7:00 Is". M
Engl. SOB-European Literature
ant, ii :0,1.::;::
ItItlhb,1 the on-’
111SOCI, :kW
Tao reserich girnis
7:30 MWF; 12:30 TTH
Engl. 56A-English Literature
to various American colleges and
¶80,900 have been awarded by the according to Dr. Ferguson, because population is controlled.
7:00 p.m. TH
Engl. 568-English Literature
De artiin e I, ,r student tickets
Since the velvet ants may also universities.
to ; the female of the species have no
Foundation
National
Science
TH;
2:00
MWF;
9:30,
8:30, 11:30
Geog. 1A-Human Geography
Mme. Trzecialcowskl’s trans lato Stanford football gauze this
Drs L. Richard NIewaldt and Wil- wings, whereas the males spend wipe out ii bee colony. there are
7:00 p.m. 7
[nest of their short life. sown BY- .tuplicai ions to man, since bees or dons include novels by Dicke’’’. ’ sattorday has been exiletnted to
7:30 MWF: 7:00 p.m. TI-4; 11:00 Ham E. Fergeson of tho St,IS
Geog. 1B-Physical Geography
TTH: 12:30 TTH; 12:30 MWF
ing about.
wasps are chief pollinators of George Eliot, Jane Austen, Walter Thursday at 3 p.m. Tickets are
’logical Science Department.
TTH
MW;
12:30
9:30,
2:30
Scott. Jack London, William Sas
Geol. IA -General Geology (Leo)
VELVET ANTS
crops.
Their projects concern research
j.
E. $1 and may 1w obtained In StaiWaugh.
Evelyn
Ewen,
TH;
7:30,
1030
7:30
7:30
T;
F: on ants end birds. Dr. MewalEs
Geol. 1A -General Geology (Lab)
Velvet ants are parasites of wild
Dr. Ferguson will study the noc7:00 p.m. TH
dent Affairs Office upon presenS65.700 grant will help him con- bee and wasp nests which are lo- turnal variety of velvet ants in the Priestly and others.
12:30 MWF
Geol. 54A -introduction to Mineral Deposits
tation of registration envelope.
laboratory, and at other refinite exploring the migratory be- cated in the ground. The bees lay
RECEPTION
7:30 p.m. T; 2:30 MW
Geol. 110-Rocks and Minerals of California
savior of birds under controlled eggs in a cell which they haso search inst it ut ions.
130, 4:30 MWF; 7:00 p.m. M
Geol. 129 -General Oceanography
An afternoon reception and tea
placed in the ground, anti the sot conditions.
SEW Fl El D
12:30 MW: 12:30 TTH: 1:30 MW
HH 4-Health Science
for the Polish visitor will be hei.’
Dr. Fergitson’s $15.200 grant is vet ant may come along and lay
Since this Is a new field of ro- in F0104 between 3 and 4 o’cloei,
ll:30, 9:30, 12:30 MWF
Hist. 90AHistory of Asia
habits of the night its egg in the cell, Dr. Ferguson
lor observing
search, Dr. Ferguson will have to All interested faculty and studen; 12:30 TTH
Hist. 149A -Russian Civilization to 1917
crew of "velvet ants," not really explained.
i describe previously unknown spe- are nivited to both the 11:30 lec12:30 MWF; 12:30 TTH
Hist. 162A.Mesico and the Caribbean
:int larva will eat the bee
ants hut relatives of wasps.
8:30 TTH
H.E. 9 -Nutrition
_ ides of velvet ants. Strident ento- ture and the 3 o’clock tea.
mologists will be hired to help
9:30 TTH; 4:30 M
H.E. 172.Family Relationships
Mme. Trzeciakowska majored in
’l’he first meeting ,it the Indus:in the study.
9:30, 12:30 TTH
Hum. 160-Contemporary Issues
English at the university in her
7:30, 9:30, 12:30 MWF: 8:30 17H.
Dr. Mewaldt’s research concerns native Warsaw. She holds a master trial Technology Society will he
1.A. 81 -Graphic Arts
7:00 p.m. MW
the natural t trge of birds to mi- of philosophy degree.
held at 7 tonight in E132 instead
10:30 MWF
grate. He found that the native
Jour. 55 -Press and Public
id the Cafeteria as jr.-dously
PUBLISHING
HOUSE
7:30 Daily
Math. 5-Algebra
white crowned sparrow will perTwenty Lincoln High School
planned.
4:05 MW
Math. 7.1nterrnediate Algebra
sistently stay on the side of his
In 1949, the successful translator
tp.arluates, all honor students, alNew officers will be intmduced
MWF
7:30
Math. 12 -Basic Mathematics
cage in which he wants to travel, began working with the Czytelinls
most didn’t make It into SJS this
11:30 MF
Men’s P.E.-613 Inter. Gymnastics
Putting this tendency to his ad- publishing house and from 1950 to Is ITS members and any intersemester due to "an apparent
10:30 TTH
Men’s P.E.2113 Inter Badminton
vantage. Dr. 51ewalrit has evalu- 1955 was chief of its English W- ested students who wish to attend.
elerical error" at their high school.
"The Seven Year Itch." starring aled the normal urges of these erature section. Since 1955, she has
10:30 MW
Men’s P.E.-12A Begin Volleyball
Also planned by the ITS is a
7:30, 8:30, 10:30, 1130, 1230 It seems the school forgot to send Marilyn Monroe, will be featured birds as to direction by usnig elec- been occupied only with transla- tour of the Dole Canneries Plant,
Mus. 10A-Intro Music Lit.
in the grade transcripts for the Friday at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in TH55.
MWF: 8:00, 9:30 TTH
Ironic devices and recorders. Now lions. She is a member of the i Fourth and Martha at 3 p.m. this
JO,
9:30, 11:30 MWF
Mus. 67-Mus in World Culture
A bright version of the Broad- Iwith the new funds, further ex- Polish PEN Club and of the Un- I Friday. All ITS members and in11:30 TTH
Mus. I I8A-Survey Music Lit.
SJS Dean of Students Stanley C. , way play on the temptations of periments as to what controLs the ion of
terested students who wish to al Polish Writers.
7:00 p.m. M
Mu’. 1188 -Survey Music Lit.
Benz and Associate Dean Ralph ;summer bachelors, "The Seven birds’ directional orientation will
All arrangements
for
Mine. tend should enter by the factory
1:30 MWF
Mus. 174-Correlation Arts
Ft. Cummings conferred with the Year Itch" is about a publisher Ire attempted.
Tiseciakowskies visit have been personnel door at Dole.
12:30 MWF
Phys. Sci. 1 -Foundations of Physical Sci.
students and their parents last whose wife goes to Maine for the
made by Dr. Marion Richards, a. -1
CONTROL
8:30 TTH; 10:30 MW; 11:30 TTH
Phys. Sci. 20A-Principles of Physical Sci.
Friday morning and made special summer. While she is gone, he
All 10 labs are open
TO provide definite control for cociate professor of English at
Phys. Sci 20A -Principles of Phys. Sci. (Lab)
arrangements for the students to finds himself succumbing to liSJS. The lecture istlasaisored
9:30 7TH; 12:30 TTH; I:30 la.4: 1:30 register -unofficially" along with quor and
Phys. Sci. 2011 -Principles of Physical Sci.
cigarettes and dreaming ;these experiments. two small buildWF
the English Department.
everyone else that same afternoon. of girls. especially one in the apart- lings have been constructed on the
Labs I, 4, 5, 7, 9 and 10 are open
Phys. Sci. 208 -Principles of Phys. Sci. (Lab)
roof of the Science Building which
Associate Dean Cummings re- ment upstairs.
10:30 TTH
Phys. Sci. 50A -Structure and Inquiry (Lac)
ported that the whole problem
The film also stars Tom Ewell. are climatically controlled and
2:30 T
Phys. Sci. 50A -Structure and Inquiry (Lab)
was quickly solved and no further Evelyn Keyes, Sonny Tufts, Vic- ;have a skylight control to change
7:00 p.m. W
Photo. IA-Basic Photography (Lec)
the length of day for the bird.
difficulties are anticipated from tor Moore and Carolyn Jones.
7:30 TN; 1:30 W; 1:30 F
Photo. IA -Basic Photography (Lab)
By these methods it may he dePrice of admission is 35 cents,
therror.
e
,
7:00 p.m. TH
Pol. Sci, IA -American Government
- -.. I le -mined what it is, whether the
7:00 p.m. I
Psych. 55 -General Psych.
temperature. amount or position
Phil. 50-Intro to Phil.
7:00 p.m. W
of the sun, or the position of the
7:30 MWF; 11:30 MWF; 8:00,
Phil. 57 -Basic Logic
Cadet c.,111111ander of the Aar
’stars or the moon that controls ,
11 :00 TTH; 7:00 p.m. Al 7:00
Force ROTC at SJS this year is
the birds wish to travel.
p.m. W
Robert A. Gill-ham Jr., a senior
11:30, 1:30 MWF; 9:30 TTH
Phil. 1.0.Hist Anc and Med Ph
tl’ PUSH SE( I 1:1T1’ CHANGES
WARREN REP0112
chemist ry major.
8:30 MWF; 8:00 7TH
Phil. 6.Hist Modern Phil
WASHINGTON ’UPI ; The Warren Ceaanission’s report on the
He is a President’s Scholar. has 10:30 MWF
Phil. 106-Basic Aesthetics
assassination of President John F. Kennedy is expected to recommend
ing six consecutive 4.0 semesters
8:00, 9:30, 12:30 TTH
Phil. 109-Phil of Religion
changes in security measures to protect the U.S, chief executive.
behind him at SJS. The AFROTC
11:30 MWF
Phil. III -Feist -Metaphysics
One source familiar with the commission’s work indicated that it.
is again placing the stress on schol11:00 TTH
Phil. 160-Phil and Pars Vol
report, which will be made public this weekend, also might slap Ile
3:30 MW
arship and leadership and their
Sci. Ed. 10 -Natural Science (Lec)
wrists of the Dallas police. the Secret Service and the FBI.
Toward
An
Active
Student I cadet commander excels at both.
Labs 1 through 22 are open
Sci. Ed. 10-Natural Science (Lab)
;
The major finding is expected to he that Oswald acted as an
’Community
TASCI
will
sponsor
a
8:30 TTH
Sci. Ed. II -Natural Science (Lec)
His father, Robert A. Oillhant
individual and not as part of any conspiracy. It also is expected to
panel
discussion
tomorrow
after8:30 F: 10:30 T
Sci. Ed. II -Natural Science (Lab)
Sr., is chief master sergeant at
vonclude that Pithy was acting alone when he shot Oswald in the
Sci. Ed. 100-Science and th Citizen
2:30 TTH
noon in TH55 tat 330.
Vandenburg Air Force Base. He
Dallas jail.
12:30 WF
Sci. Ed. 120-Natural Science for Transfer
Members of the panel will be was named the "Airman of the
Students (Lac)
HililillEANE GLADYS HITS EASTERN SEABOARD
4-rank Cieciorka. Margaret Aley, Year in the Strategic Ali. ComSci Ed. 120-Natural Science for Transfer
1:30 W: 10:30 TH
CAPE HATTERAS, N.C.
; Hurricane Gladys moved its land Lee Garrett. SJS students who
mand" in 1963.
Students (Lab)
100-miles -an hour winds closer to the U.S. mainland yesterday and spent the summer in Mississippi ,
Part of the duties of the cadet
Soc. 70 -Introduction to Sociology
11:30, 1:30 MWF; 7:00 p.m. M
sent heavy seas against a 1,000-mile stretch of the eastern seaboard. under the auspices of the Student
;commander is to select a staft to
Soc. 150ASocial Problems
7:30, 8:30 MWF; 9:30 TTH
Weather officials ordered a hurricane watch from here to I’/ Non -Violent Co-Ordlnating Comassist him. This year’s staff inSoc. 1508.Social Problems
9:30 TIN; 1:30 MWF
New Jersey coast and warned that tides WOOld he three to four feet mittee ISNOCI on its voter miscludes the following: Jeff Hanes.
Women’s Physical Education
Report to "Change of Program"
north as New York City.
far
above
normal
as
t rail no and ethical ion project.
table, east hall of PER Bldg. for
executive officer; Bennie Wilson,
classes still open.
’Ivo other members of the panel Arnold Air Society communder.
BOLIVIAN POLITICAL LEADERS DEPOUTF:17
LA PAZ, Bolivia !CPO Former President !tertian Sites &laza) will he l3arbara Johnson and Mel- Steve Savage, inspector; Louis lid The Remediol Services Area also has the following openings in Remedial English,
Mathematics and Reading:
and 40 opposition political leaders were deported Tuesday. They wive vin Whitfield. two people from hones, information officer; Loren
Peneotist. accounting and finance
Rem.E.-Sub-Freshman English Composition
COO, 9:30, 12:30 TIM; 7:00 p.m, accused of plotting to kill President Victor Paz Estenssoro and topple
,
TTH: 7:00 p.m. MW
Tho panel diseussion will be oi ricer; Hamad Carter, supply offihis government.
ookitore
Rem.M.Fundamentels of Mathematics
7:30 1711; 7:00 p.m. TH; 10:30 MW
The group was placed aboard an air force plane for Asuncion, followed by an informal reception eer; Jim Kennedy, petsonnel offiRem.R.Fundamentals of Reading
7:00 p.m. T
Paraguay, The prisoners were guarded by 15 heavily armed policemen. in Cafeteria A. where the mem- eer; Ted Cole, administrative of fi"Right On Campus"
Attention of freshman engineering students is called to an open section of Engl. A representative of the Paraguayan Embassy here accompanied the ’lees will meet and anssver any ver. and Ron Bell, operations ilquest ions for I he public.
t leer.
men.
nearing 6-Graphic Arts at 7.00 p... sAvr.

Polish Writer
To Talk Here
In ED434

Science Foundation Awards 315 Biologists
mewaldt Ferguson $80,900 for Research ED434

Stanford Tickets

Technology Group
Meets Tonight

Problem Solved;
20 Students Enter

Fall Flicks
To Start
This Friday

New AFROTC
S taff To Assume
Duties, Command

World Wire

TASC To Sponsor
Panel Discussion

OPEN
Until 9
Tonight
Thurs. Also
060,2000005

This Sat.
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
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2-.SPARTAN DAILY

SJS Art Grad Returns
To Miss. as Rights Worker

Thrust and Parry
"And were you promoted when

Informal Chat
With C. E. Smith

the time came?"

Editor:
In a bar. not long ago, a colleague asked toe, "Did you et er
adviser, by the
resign as

TAsc

"No, I’m yl tI I adviser," I told

"Were you eligible?"
"Yes."
"Then they punished you for
advising TASC?"
’Who knows? Advisers generally fared well in promotions.
My guess is that it was the letter

Spattanaiiii
Second class postage paid at San Jose. California. Member California
Newspapers Publishers Association and Audit Bureau of Circulations. Published
daily by Associated Students of San Jose State College, except Saturday and
Sunday, during college year. Subscription accepted only on a rernainder.ofsemester basis. Full academic year, $9; sack semester, $4.50. OH-campus Price
per copy, 10 cents. CV 4-6414 -Editorial Ext. 2383, 2384, 2385, 2386. Advertising Ext. 2081, 2082. 2083. 2084. Press of Globe Printing Co. Office hours
1:45-4.20 p.m. Monday through Friday.
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’

nIiilars-Banjos-Lesst

RENT TO LEARN

BENNER MUSIC

to i.
Spartan Daily last Or
tober.’’
"What let ter "
"A letter saying that I had
been told by the administration
that icsigning would remove
some problems of my promotion."
"Were you told that, really?"
"Yes."
"And how many words in your
letter?"
"About a hundred."
"And how much money does a
promotion mean in a year?"
"About $2,000. I think."
"Then you were fined about
$20 a word for writing to the
Spartan Daily?"
"Oh, come now. It can’t be
proved."
"Well, would your colleagues
in science agree that there was
no other explanation for the promotion bit?"
"Most of them, yes."
"Then you were fined.
didn’t you appeal?"
"A promotions appeal neither
discovers the official responsible
for the original denial nor erases
the Big Message."
What Big Message?" he
asked.
"That professors intent on
promotion stay out of the
papers."
"At San close State, you
mean."
"At San Jose State, I mean. I said as I finished my beer.

sion of freedom, a mission some
say will take generations to
achieve.
Frank Cieciorka, spring graduate from SJS in art, will return to Mississippi to continue
working for the Student Non.
Violent Co-ordinating Commit.
tee (SNCCI.
This summer Cieciorka and
scores of other students, including four more from SJS. storked
on the SNCC-sponsored Summer
Project in Mississippi. Although
the original purpose of the project was to register voters and
provide education for the Negroes of the racial hotbed, this
summer the main work was in

AUTOMOTIVE 121

MEN STUDENTS

with littchen
c46 So. 5th. 297-

i

r

FOE SALE
T (Pt WRITERS

STD

’LONTEMP

HOUSE

r

SERVICES III

FURNISHED APT, for girls. 2 bedr
I
579.65. 295.5799.

WINTHROP

,OvERNOR

HIV WANTED (41
STUDENTS

FURNISHED ROOMS, mule students
.
’t -raoking or drink& Si 5 77. 3058.

.tER WANTED
HOUSING IS)

t

Alt

t

r ritilPACTS /
All
IJ, I -/W 10,14

EXPERT TYPING SERVICE - .
Ni hr. 197-8322.

or

AUTO INSURANCE for students. Chet
Bailey. 286-5386, 449 W. San Carlos,

NEED 4th male roommate. New uneppr.
, 3 bd. rm.. 2 bath eir ri-nd.. pool
ni 695 S. 1 l’h. No. 7. 778 3019.

T.V.’s FOR RENT - Sporjal student
00 pct. month. Call after
rut^
t in 37/ 7935.

ROOM with kitchen privileges
t tott’’ 293-9313.

TYPING - All Finds, reasonable. Pick
7q43772, 9 a.m.-6 p
d do

men

MEN’S ROOMING HOUSE, 2 Ocher,
F..
1tion rooms. TV 532 S.
3994 or 294.6414. est. 2315

ItriTAIRS

there unappr. apt..
or. 293-2115.

ROOM 8 BOARD Sr Christi,n mon end
S
enviroarra-,
C01 ic-to accepted housing.
WANT GIRL
. i-. ,.,nappr. house. 2
320
o.
.
State. 3 meals per day, 5 day
286-2876 after S
Kitchen prtvilegus weekends. 3755 por
It. $275. P,one semester. Discount for cash. 293 5584.
NEED ROOMMATE: Male Sr. or grad
SPACIOUS for one nevi
A06 W. Hamilton, No. 8, 243 nornit.at for two on a t
.
’
(31
camp
;sou
pr,
apts. one block from
month - women only, Call 286.1595 or
PERSONALS (7)
‘S.,and drtro by 524 So. 9th.
h.
110
SINGING MUSICIANS
131; WS APPROVED for men student,. ROOT
red beard, or rooms with kitchen priv Recording & Vocal Odt
group
deco, 201 So, 13th.
forming, Need guitarist, elec. organ or
piano, drummer. Original songs. ConNEED ROOMMATE - Girl 21 or 22 to tact Roger Hedge. 294-2927 (if not in.
.00rsynci apartment. D, re
;:.
24. 447 So. 5th No. 3.

I954 2 DOOR CHEV.,
VE5PA ’62 - Mr-,

COED WANTED

WANT GIRL to share unappr. apt. $35
-u 9234
--WANT I :v. 2 TrIs te share un,soor
7 ,ther girls 453 S. 911,
,,,,,, lotn. w
2 GIRLS io
Hoy. Ler, Mlny advanta
203,5343
APPROVED morn s room and board.
,44k. E e- doors from
d t,
.25 7170
WILL FURNISH DINNER

$6.50 a

RELIABLE

TRANSPORTATION (I)

/2 S. Fir,t St,
Son Jose
Phone 297-0920

To place on od:

No phone orders

Check a Claification:
11 Announonments (I)
1.1 Automotive (2)

LI For Sole (1)
Ii Help Wanted (4)

rl

2
3
4
5

lines
lines
lines
lines

Add this
nasnunt for
each addtt deo

50e a lbw

Thee. Nines
2k a Ihm

PM* alma
2k a IIR

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.50

.75

1.00

One flaw

rights backlash in

half a dozen or more big cities
is beginning to shape up as an
election factor so important
that it could confound the pollsters and elect Barry M. Goldwater as president of the United
States.
That is not to say that the
backlash in big cities will elect
Goldwater. But only a man of
small caution would insist that
It could not happen or, as do
the pollsters, hang their reputations on suggestions that Lyndon B. Johnson may be headed
toward a landslide triumph.
The backlash mechanisms
flourish in the great cities. Multi -thousands of angry, frustrated
New York City parents resorted
to civil disobedience school
strikes in protest against the
pace and methods employed to
colTect racial imbalance in the
schools.

There is a rising tide of opposition in most great urban areas
to so-called open housing statutes. There is in those urban
areas a rising tide of fear
among blue collar workers that

the new civil rights law somehow will cost them their jobs,
their union seniority and impose
great economic penalties.
Tens of thousands of voters
in New York, California, Illinois,
Maryland and elsewhere have
signed petitions to put open
housing and other civil rights
issues to a vote on election day.
These tens of thousands of
signatures are proof of considerable opposition to the pace
and the direction of federal and
local efforts to help Negro citizens out of the hopeless discontent that engulfs them.
The so-called backlash is one
of the election year mysteries
as is the frontlash with which
LBJ expects to beat Goldwater.
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71 SOUTH FIRST

Master
JEWELERS
Westgdte Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

You are invited to visit downtown’s finest, and most elegant jewelry
store.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two lines
Cee time

United Press international
The civil

NEW & RETURNING STUDENTS AND FACULTY
PAUL’S YOUR CAMPUS JEWELER WELCOMES YOU

Call of Classified Ad,
J206, 1:304:30
Send in handy order blank
- Enclosed cash or check

Buy Daily_ CLASSIFIEDS ... Get Results!
To buy, sell, rent, or announce anything, just fill out
and clip this handy or der
blank Send to: Spar fan
Daily CLASSIFIEDS. J206,
San Jose State College, San
Jose 14. Calif.

ilS

Punches and
Pencil Sharpeners

f

NEED RIDE both ways between SJS
,
daily. 94134974,

laCI’ll

L] Notebooks Report Covers

the formation of the Freedom
Democratic Party, the political
party which tried to unseat the
delegation from Mississippi this
summer at the Democratic convention.
Summer found Cieclorka in
Holly Springs, in what he calls
the moderate section of the
state. The students in this area
were not harassed as much as
were those further south in the
state. but Frank reveals they
were once chased by a mob of
fraternity students from Ole
Miss as he and other volunteers
were returning from a meeting
of FDP. The mob had gathered,
Cieciorka said, after the sheriff
in Oxford stopped them and
questioned them for about one
hour.
The group sped back from Oxford to Holly Springs, crashing
through a roadblock which, according to Cieciorka, was set
up by some Mississippi citizens.
In their "moderate area." Cieciorka claims, "there weren’t
Ion many incidents of trouble.
not id’ gIwsill 311 workers, no one

TYPING, per pale, err
212 2146.

WANTED - A rid,
Jose daily. 53/-u325.

so

Li Ring Binder

FRANK CIECIORKA
placard led to arrest
.

FURNISHED APTS. for runt. I and 2
573 E. Reed Sr.

:Ill

BACK TO
SCHOOL
CHECK LIST

111111

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
MOTORCYCLES DON

’Watt’’’.

silent hostility."
Because the people from Holly Springs and the neighboring
countines didn’t want "national
notoriety" they left the SNCC
workers alone. The only harassments, according to Cieciorka,
were "legal harassments: Volunteers would be picked up for
trumped up charges. Mississippi
Is one of those unique states
where a person can get arrested
for a parking violation."
Cieciorka says he was arrested three times during the summer. Once was for wearing a
sign, pinned to his shirt, which
labeled him a member of the
SNCC volunteers. Although he
claims the card was merely for
identification purpose s, the
charge was for carrying a
placard, a viotstion of the law
in Mississippi.
He says the trial is currently
pending a federal trial.

Charles l. Smith
Associate Professor
Biological Sciences

1884 W. San Carlos

CV 7-7417
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He is a young man on a mis-

Backlash Could Be
Factor in Big Cities

VISIT our store and get acquainted with the many services we have
to offer you.
FREE cleaning and checking of your rings.
EXPERT watchmaker and jeweler on duty for fast and accurate service.
ENGRAVING by master jewelers.
- plus SEE the dazzling display of exquisite designs in diamond fashions.
SEE our large display of trophies and fraternal emblems.

Print your ad Mere: (Count 33 Letters end Spaces log tech Line)
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NO MONTHLY SERVICE CHARGE
NO MINIMUM BALANCE
GNI.Y ICc PER CIIECK
BOOK OF 25-$2.50

Now, the Community Bank of San Jose offers checking account
facilities designed especially for San Jose State students. Your
name imprinted, without charge, on special checks with the
Spark.n insignia. fhere’s no minimum balance, no service charge
and you pay only 10/ for each check you use.
Stop in today and open your Spartan checking account at the
Community Bank of San Jose on North Market Street, or ii you
prefer, send the coupon below so you can open your account
by mail with postage paid both ways.
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Art Show Exhibit
Viewed in Gallery
A ha,14 lOtt workg IS On display in the annual faculty exhibition in the art gallery from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. weekdays, and
1 :IS to 5 p.m. on Sundays
throueh October 2.
Amoag the works on display
IL’’ painting by teachers Sam
Richardson. Wendell Gates, Robert Griffith, J. Richaed Sorb,’,
Dave Hatch. Fred Sprat I and
:Maynard Stewart.
In the field of sculpture ale
works in metal by Leonard Stanley, wooden sculpture by Thomas
Kistler, and ceramic sculptures
by. \Venda11 Gates and John
Leary.
Co :tones on exhibition are by
d
it Fritz,

James Lovera, .1,1m Leary, C. N.
McCann, Ilerbet t Sanders, Robert Coleman and Rex Mason,
D. G. Cannon and Douglas Vogel submitted works in mixed
media, Anna Ballarian and Peter
Raven am displaying printed
textiles and hooked rugs, and
David Ponoho has an exhibit on
photography.
Also on display am jewelry by
Robert Coleman and John Leary,
free-blown glass by Robert Fritz,
mosaics by Harry Powers. and
assemblages by J. Richard Sorby
and James Crawford.
The San Jose State College
Art Department has 47 faculty
members teaching more than 800
student art majors.

9petit IIe

Duke Stars at Safati
Music that makes the walls vibrate and busy people stop working to listen is currently heard
it the Safari Room starring
Duke Ellington and his hand.
With his band, the Duke is
presenting two shous nightly
through Sunday at 900 and midnight.
Born Edward Kennedy Ellington, he has played in every part
of the U.S., Canada and Europe
ham Carnegie Hall to a Ninth
shelter in Paris,
His first noted works include
"Mood Indigo," "Black and Tim
Fantasy" and "Sophisticated
Lady."
In 1931 Duke %%Tote "It Don’t
Mean a Thing If It Ain’t Got
That Swing" and took the pace

But this was only the beginning of Duke’s amazing career.
Three more of his works became
overnight hits: "Flamingo,"
"Perdido" and "Take the ’A’
Train."
In 1943 at his Carnegie debut,
Duke presented "Black, Brown
and Beige." Every year since
then Duke has returned to Carnegie Hall and premiered a maim work.
Unique among bandleaders as
a world-famous composer, Duke

three minutes long or hoty-three
have unk ersal

Scanning the fine arts offerings on campus and off, it becomes immediately apparent that
SJS students won’t go begging
for tho brighter side of college
life, i.e. entertainment.
The Drama Dopartinc-- and
the Music Department are using
the first month of the semester
to prepare for their season openings in October.
Arthur Miller’s Pulitzer Prizeh of A Saleswinning play . "I h
man," will star. the season for
the Drama Department. Under
the direction of Dr. Paul W.
Davee, associate professor of
drama, the play will open
October 23.

is also unique among composers
as one whose works whether

Amazing
New
Remedy . .
iii

it

peal.

Concert Hall will open for the
fit to music event of the semester
when Mu Phi Epsilon presents
its annual recital October 27.

PRODUCTS WEEK

fo

in

the United States for only

P:ii
currently starring
in "Floa er Drum Song," was Linable to appear here yesterday as
scheduled due to other engagements.
Dr. and Mm. William Di’, 1
John Hendricks, and Ste
Mrs. Lowell C. Pratt were guests
of the Hyatt Music Theater in
Burlingame Monday night where
they SkiW Miss Suzuki perform.
Miss Suzuki graduated in 1953
from SJS with an A.B. in art.

a neat, clean,
to go out to
sure and try
Great food

A.NGELO’S
STEAIKLHOI’SE

$4.50

72 East Santa Clara Street
San Jose

eisamill118.1.411.4180111011/1****11841111olo1y
-.2.:zLgLL,11113:

San Jose Theater Guild
opens its season Friday night
ith the production of "Antigone," at 8:30 in the Montgomery Theater oi tne San Jose
Civic Auditorium. The play, Jean
Anouilh’s interpretation of Sophocles’ tragedy, features Sharon
Cressio, SJS student in the title
role. Russell Holcomb, SJS graduate drama student, is the director. Repeat performances will be
given Saturday night, and Friday
and Saturday, October 2 and 3.
The King Dodo Playhouse
opens in its new theater at the
Montgomery Hotel, San Antonio
-

First a nd MarkLt
Friday night with "The
Gazebo" by Alec coppei and Saturday night with "Will Success
Spoil Rock Hunter?" Curtain
time is 8:40.
between
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Welcome gack cpaptand
CYCLING
IS

OUR

BUSINESS

68 years of service to Santa Clara Valley. See us for quality and safety
at competitive prices! Guaranteed productswe service what we sell.
Peugeot $69.95 and $79.95. A sharp
TRIP"’

10

speed

derailer

bike

with

27"

wheels and 21", 23", 24" and 251/2"
frames. Featuring Mafac center-pull
brakes with dural hubs and handle
bar stem. New Simplex Prestige Derailer.

7’11IS WEEK’S SP IR I I\ SPECIAL
Long Coble Key Lock (mg. $1.59)

No Appearance

NEW ON CAMPUS?

We mail the SPARTAN DAILY anywhere

AROUND TOWN

The

MUSICAL EVENTS
Campus entertainment for NI/.
%ember will include the Phi Mu
Alpha Recital on November 10
and the performance of the College Symphony Orchestra, Noember 17 and 18, under the direction of Dr. Gibson Walters,
professor of music. The College
Wind Ensemble. directed by Mr.
Clement Hutchinson, assistant
professor of music, will perform
November 24.
The second and last Drama
Department offering of the s’.
inester will be Christopher F., -The Lady’s Not For BurninL,
.,I..ning December 5 under the

and the eeryilay

If you are, you’ll need
reasonable, restaurant
once in a while. Be
Angelo’s Steak House.
College prices.

direction of Miss Elizabeth Loeffler, associate prcfessor of
drama.

Already underway on its semester activities is the Att Department, the event in point being the annual faculty art show
now presented in the Art Gallery, A129.

/ I NGTON . UPI I PresVI
ident Johnson Monday set aside
IF, week beginning Oct. IR as
Week.
oional Forest Pr ti

sufferers of writer’s erattip, ilroeradination.
common miseries of dealing with
postal matters. Throw away those itie-s fountain
lIIIISt. sticky stamps. and tilt-’ complicated
dictionaries. Now you can inform parents fast and
enjoy, la-ting relief from the agonie- of infrequent
!Jan.:Hal communication. It easy. it’s quick, it’.
ine1".ie.
ea" keep Y"1". P,""ent’ inl.Iii’tIll’iI
of et cry thing that’s going Ilm at San Jose State by
arraiiging for them to reedit e the SPARTAN
D111.1 at home. Inquire at Barracks 1. Student
Affairs Rusin....

Centep

By ADRIENNE KENNEDY

in setting the musical fashion.
After his second European
tour. Duke’s original and clever
revue, "Jump for Joy," was a
sellout and ran for twelve weeks
in Ilittywood. "I Got It Bad and
That Ain’t Good" became a hit
horn the revue.

minutes lone
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Two Shows Daily
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Normano

10-speed

bike with

26x1%" fires, 21"

frame.

Steyr (the makers
Bens automobiles)
weight bicycles:
Ladies’ . . set up
guaranteed

$1.29

of Merced.
3 -speed light’
Men’s a n d
adjusted and

$39.95 and up

Special $49.95

DESIMONE’S
CYCLE AND TOY SHOP
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SAVE 25%
Buy Used Books 1 We Still Have Thousands Available
Also we are headquarters for New Books, Paperbacks, Art and Engineeaing Supplies
Full Refund
With Receipt
’Til Oct. 9

Open Niles
’Ti! Nine
All Day Sal.

CALIFORNIA BOOK COMPANY
134 East San Fernando
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Intramural Grid Rosters Due
Who’ll dethrone the Cal -Hawaiians?
All independent intramural football teams interested must submit
their team rosters by Friday in
order to be entered in the league,
which opens nex t Wednesday.
Team entry blanks must be picked
up and returned to MG 121 by

Friday al unmoral,
Fraternity and independent team
captains will meet Monday at 3:30
in MG 201 to discuss rules and the
schedule. All captains must attend.
Director of Intramurals Dan
Unruh says there is a great need
for officials for both leagues. Those
interested should attend one of two

Frosh and Sophs Must Take P.E.
All lower division men except
two-year veterans of the armed
services, those enrolled in ROTC,
or those 25 years of age or over,

GIRLS!

Ponytails can easily be made into chignons, braids,
and several other of your favorite hairstyles.
Inoyer

Rcq.

$55

Thp

Large.I select
guitars in toss it

WORLD OF WIGS

84 E. San Fernando
298-5404

2395 SOUTH BASCOM
377-8101

269-4012

FRE

WITH
MINIMUM GAS PURCHASE
OF $2.50 OR MORE

SPIRAL TYPE
COLLEGE RULED

NOTEBOOK
120 SHEETS!

RETAIL VALUE 1.00
OFFER

GOOD

SEPTEMBER

23rd

THRU

10th

LIMIT: ONE PER CUSTOMER

PURITAN OIL CO.
4TH

& WILLIAM

MOTOR OILS SHELL X-100,
HAVOLINE, RICHLUBE, VALVOLINE,
QUAKER STATE, RYAL TRITON
43c per Qt. Bulk 19c
(FOLLOWING AT

6th &

per Qt.

KEYES LOCATION)

EXPERT LUBRICATION
.
. . 98c
RECAPS MOST SIZES .
? . $7.48
TIRE REPAIR, BATTERY CHARGE,
TIRE BALANCE .
98c each
OIL CHANGE (Most Oils) . . . 48c per Qt.

JACK LIKINS, above, was the leading scorer of the Commerce
"B" team which won the Junior National Water Polo Championship last summer. He and his teammates will open the 1964
water polo season against the San Jose Water Polo team at the
Spartan Pool tonight.

Idaho Game: One of Those’

Guitar Lessons
Folk Music
of

Tbe San Jose amateur watei
including several former
.s.IS stars, will invade the Spartan
11.01 tonight at 8:30 for the Spartan’s first game of the season. The
reshmen preliminary game is at ,
7:30.
SJS alumni Bob Wegman awl
f, outstanding
Heiman Rad lof,
swimmnig and water polo stars
while at SJS, and 6 ft. 6 in..
250 lb. Dale Anderson, the largest
water polo player in SJS history,
have all starred for their nev,
team in its first two games this
season.
"This game will be perhaps the
hest early season test we could .
possibly arrange," said Coach Walton, "because our opposing team
contains players who have starred
on the finest teams in the Bay I
Area.
"Our opponents’ basic offense
centers around Wegman, Radioff.
and Hind, with emphasis on feeding the big center-forward, Dale
Anderson. We are going to utilize
a fast -break offense, and it should
be a high scoring game."
Tonight’s probable starting oft..iise:
Jack Likinsforward
Charles Cadigan--guard

l’aIa;

1,..10 Mara,

Stanford-SJS
Ducats On Sale

must sign up for physical educaTomorrow will be your Ift.1
tion classes.
chance to purchase student tickets
Those not yet enrolled are urged to Saturday’s SJS-Stanford foot- ,
to do so at the Men’s Physical ball game at Palo Alto.
Education office in the Men’s Gym.
Tickets will be on sale in the
Student Affairs Office for $1
,long with your registration pack .,t, until 5 p.m. tomorrow.
The Stanford-SJS game is alays one of the highlights of the
Ponytail Hairpiece
tootball season.
The Spartans have only defeated
Special to start the
the Indians two times in 20 attempts.
Fall Semester
SJS is gvien a good chance of
winning its third game from Stan1006/0 Human Hair
ford Saturday. It’s always a thrill
to win down on the "Farm."

111ift---8

Polo Play Opens

otticialls Ainics being held tomo,
row at 3:30 and 6:30 p.m. in Mt,
201.
Team rosters for the fraternits
league, slated to open Oct. 6, mu be turned in by ’Fu,"- lay.

Special Price

,e%nTvc

Wednesday. Sept, 21, 10(11

Spartan football coach Nib
Titchenal described last Saturday’s
3-0 Idaho loss as ’we’re going to
have one of those games) every
’once in a while."
Titchenal was real happy about
his team’s play on defense. Commenting on the offense, he said,
’if you have a real hard nose defense, the offense will soon come
along."
Titchenal indicated that the
offense is going to have to jell
early against Stanford’s Indians
this Saturday. "We hope we can
edd the Standford offense better
,,,in Washington State did," added
.te SJS head coach.

Stanfoi scored 23 points again-,
last Saturday in a 29-./
loss.
Titchenal indicated that he had
confidence in Rich Tatley’s fourth
period 46-yard field goal attempt
against Idaho. "Tetley kicks thee:
from inside the 50 In practice," in
said, "and he’ll kick a long one
a game before the season is over.
Tatley almost pulled the Arizona i
State loss out with a long field I
goal attempt last year. SJS lost
the game, 21-19.
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GIRLS
Keep in shape at the

SAN JOSE
HEALTH CLUB
personal attention
and
RESULTS IN 60 DAYS
Lose:

off waist
I" off thigh
3" off hip
12-15 by wgt.

3"

Gain:

thigh
salt
bust
hip

RENT

WSU

TYPEWRITERS
Standard Portable Electr,c
As little as 200 pet day

Coupon
this coupon
and Save $3.00
on month course

present

Modern Office
Machine Company
293.5283
124 E. San Fernando
(Nest door to Cal Book Store)

San Jose Health Club
413 E. Santa Clara St.
CALL 295-9910

Soccer Team
Clipped 4-3
In Opener
San Jose State’s soccer team, in
rprepara lion for Friday night’s
home conference opener with San .
incisco State. dropped a 4-3
taming scrimmage game to Teu’.mia Athletic Club Monday night
Spartan Stadium.
Coach Julius Mendenez used
the contest to sharpen up his squad
and substituted freely throughout
the fray.
Friday’s opener will begin at 8
o’clock and will kick off the dollIlle MI MI!
robin conference seaOlher teams in the conference
e University of California. Stand and University of San Franfsico.
Menendez will build his attack
around two outstanding senior re- ,
furnees Al Norbus and Nigerian
l’Il’ink Akpan this season. Korbus,
liii made the United States Olymteam, and Akpan will co-cap..
n the squad.
other returnees are (Min
,.tres and Lis’ Fraser, holh wing -

We’ve Still Got Scads of Mai!
Thousands of Books

Both New and Used
(and)

L’MOT
pPil.

Sweatshirts
Art &

Ellineering

71
New

Despite losing all-American Davel,
Kingsley and all-league fullback
tlf Zumont, Mendenez expects
Hive junior college transfers to
,ke tip the slack. The three men.
Salazar, an inside right
om City College of San Franasco, Hap Sermol, a halfback from
othill College, and Steve Locci.
fullback from San Jose City .
liege, are expected starters for
tussle.

Books

Paperbacks

Free

Parking

Free Book

Covers

SJS Grid Foes’
Weekend Scores
,pn of San Jose State’s 1964
.,loure football opponents won four ,
il lost three of their games last
,..ekend. The r e m it I n I n g two
e:Ims, Stanford and Washington
-Lite, played each other with the
rthwesterners winning.
Future SJS opponents appear
in raps, showing weekend
.,ults with other schools:
STANFORD 23 WSU 29
MONTANA sT. ti -Wichita ’21
Montana 7
’ill’ 2::
sT. II Ohio

its

BOOK

STORE
my
330 So. 10th

COLORAIX) ST. 7Wyoming
.tt
ARIZONA
FRESNO

ST.

34

Utah

Sr. :tit South

St.

8

Dakota

SAN DIEC.0 ST. 43runiona

across

from men’s dcrm

I

6SPARTAN

wea.day. APP4
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Marcel Marceau Pantomime,
Maughan Film Open Classic Films
stories: "The Facts of Life," "The
Alien Corn." "The Kite." and "The
Cttlonel’s Lady."
Marceau’s pantomime in "The
Dinner Party," has been described
in the New York Post as "lovable,
and hilarious, wistfut and ridiculous, with all the frailties and
heart of man exposed."
Classic Films are free for the
communii s

Classic Film Series opens its fall
semester season next Wednesday,
sem. 30, whit "Quartet" and
Marvel

Marceau in

Dinner

Party."
This prctgram anti the others in
the series are presented Wednesdays at 3:30 and 7:00 in TH 53.
"Quartet" is an unusual film of
four SOIlle1,,t ’11:111.11:111., 01,

SPARTAN WILSHIRE SERVICE
ON PARTS LABOR

(With A.S.B. Card)
TRY US SOON FOR:
TUNE UP

BRAKES

WHEEL

BALANCE

SPARTAN WILSHIRE SERVICE
452 E.

Santa Clara at
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LDS Insti
Will Sponsor
Open House

Rushees Pledge Campus Sororities

’Pie Misses Lark Denise Lillge,
((’..filintird from l’age 3
Decker. Redwood (’its Leigh Ann
I
1 isharoon. Lafayette: Judith Ma - ISan Jose; Pamela Claire Paoli, San
borough; Tina
at, Faber. Sunnyvale:
Dolores .1.’1d-incise(); Susan Jo Richatxlson,
Wagner. Rollir,
I
Melody Fisette, Monrovia:
1’111
Lindsay: Karen Sut Utak-grafi.
’I’he In.t .
,1 Religion for
Kathleen Margaret Kelley, Fremont: and Gordonna I Donnal
!Alen
Kathleen
Alisses
_atter Day Saints will sponsor IThe
Vtiksich. San Francisco,
Hurst. Santa Clara: Nancy Carol Voila’ Linda:
25
ii open house Friday, Sept.
Jones. Edina, Minn.
:it 7:30 p.m. All L.D.S. student.
it.utte
a a tt a ay Jjav to, ti’
trulusitgiaLui_duty iimtrst-, 0)1214
SIGMA KAPPA
A strong relationship between and their friends are invited to
The Misses Mary Jane Blake.
civilian success and military train- attend the free dinner with enter:Santa Ittsa: Nancy Kathleen Bit stainment and dancing following,
ing in college is revealed in a reTheInstitute of Religion at 10th harti, Los Angeles: Margaret Alio
I 4S.
cent study conducted by the Re-1 and San Fernando Streets is open Ilttrke, NIonros a :
trgia Lynn
serve Officers Tr aining Corps daily and offers both day and Chapman, Salltil AIM: Linda ChrisROTC’, the Pentagon, Washing- twennig courses in religion. In ad- ltine Clouse, Piedmont;
The Misses Charlis Anne Condition to religion classes, a lilwary
ton, D.C.
1’ I’ I’- IP.m ": I 2.-t per mon111
The study covered the statistical tor study, lounge, recreation room don, Saratoga ; Susan Annet te
Santa
Nionica;
Georgia Ann
relationship between ROTC train- and kitchen are available for use ’Conti.
502 Swill] 1111 tilreet
ing at college and success in four of L.D.S. students on campus.
Paul R. Searle, Director of It,
civilian occupational fields inductV..1/. NI. Sale
U.S. Ambassadorial Service. Institute, instructs the daily vl ,
1..S. Congress, Slate Governor and vs in addition to a special et i
11
C011 l’SC (Or married students. Jiit.
USilleSS.
14’1/ \
The study revealed that 15 per- Sedgewick, a new member of thi
1/. iJri
,1 I
ioN ( hot, seaSee
cent of the ambassadors who last ’ Institute faculty this year, will
4:30
( ior
year represented the United States. instruct Ow Wednesday evening
p.rn.,
have had ROTC training. It also class.
hr
11’11301.
,thowed that 10 percent of the
p.m.. CI1358, wets
,iombership of the present
C.tngress and 24 percent of II,
spartan OrIneek 7:30 p.m.. cafe"4I’ i4’(’
11;111:111 111’11111
state governors have had coilc:
.
,d mom.; A and B.
military training. In the world .
13.1.
l’ating Republivans, 7:45 p.m..
F.. V.
business 28 percent of a sampli.
..’, S. 16th St.. precinct organizaof college educated business exectidowntown San Jose and
fives listed in "Who’s Who." and , Approximately 80 SJS fraternity tam for
earning bet ween 5100,000 and ,pledges put in eight hours of hard
$300.1810 a yeae have had college work for the city of San Jose
,Sept. 14, as part of Help Weel.
ROTC training.
A question frequently asked lis tidies,
’11a, plixiges, coming hum all,
eollege students is. "What good
ean military training do ine?" The :cii i nit its, helped prepare It tea,
111
the study wits 111 gaidiot ;it Kelley Park %s hall is
it- question.
iill,W11’
his
It ;id j: won! 1,1 1 hippy I 101I(M. I
iirtien is part of San Josi’....
shows that the college educated
and trained leader has a real occu- .Sisier City prognim with Olcapational advantage and it is be- yama.
took a FIRST CLASS HONOR
for the second straight year
The 1964 La Torre
The San Jose City Council arlieved that ROTC makes a significant contribution to the chances of ranged the work day when the
RATING in Associated Collegiate Press yearbook competition. Many students who
Liter-Fraternity Council
IIFC)
suceess.
failed to reserve a copy last year were unable to buy this award -winning yearbook
Students who have three years asked for a project for the pledges.
’inluning
it San Jose Slate alai 1 he day worked out so well that
when if came out in May. A bigger and better 1965 yearbook is now in production.
who are desirous of pursuing a ’the City Council sent a letter of
i(iii
10
u
he
WC.
eintrse of instruction leading to a
Don’t be caught short. R. serve your copy of the 1965 La Torre NOW!
commission in the United St,.
Army should contact the Profess.
of Military Science, Lt. Col. C,.
W. Ivie at his office in 11-5 or Iv
A no-host reunion is scheduled
telephoning 294-6-114, extension
for San Jose State College alumni
22.10.
St tulents interested in Air Force told friends following the annual
ROTC should contact the Proles- Stanford -San Jose State football
, soy of Air Science, Major Tarple) ,gaine Saturday, Sept. 26.
in R-106.
Alumni are invited to meet in
, the Garden Room of Rickey’s HyDEGREES AWARDED
att House in Palo Alto for the
A total of 26.299 degrees and event. Head coach Bob Titchenal
credentials have been awarded by and his staff will be on hand to
San Jose State College since 1952. greet alumni.

I
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Help Week, Duties
Include City Work

295-9358

10th

fu y ShoW S
ROTC Helps
:lob Holder

T.,

Spartaguide

OFFERS YOU

15,DISCOUNT
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a

, , , ,:irmtieurieteinhgy?

NOW IS THE TIME TO
RESERVE YOUR 1965 LA TORRE

Alumni To Gather
At No -Host Reunion

ON SALE DURING PACKET TURN-IN
SEPT. 28, 29, 30 AT PHYS. ED. & REC. BLDG.

$7.00 Uniil Feb. 5

57..50 After Feb. 5
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MANY MORE BOOKS
HAVE ARRIVED
USED BOOKS STILL kNAIL U I.E
YOU SAVE 25%
(Don’t forget your free book covers & desk blotters)
Where?

BookAk-ne,
"Right on Campus"
Of Course!

14.1’111

Ii011

st tale
lege.
form

1 owe/ Hun Si,!! Siands AS
54 Years a SJS Landmark
September 20 marked the 54th ulty who had worked hard to save
itnitiverigio 01 Tower Hall, which the tower.
The renovation ot T1,Wer I hilt
has grown to 1)e a I:intim:n.14 at
was hoped to be eompleted by fall
; State.
of 1965. The estimated eost of ten
;;11
li:11 1, the past of this eon- ovation was $516,000 but when the
kuilding" Anti inote tot- bids for construction came in, the
lowest bid was $574,000, Whiell was
a hal is the future?
higher than estimated.
er I fall was completed on 12 percent
A decision on what is going In
September 20. 1910. It was huill
done about this problem shinild
in ol:we of the main building of he
of days.
the Siam Normal School which be reacted in ii matter
for acOr’, ilestri,cit when the San An- Theer are two alternatives
Either the additional funds
dreas fault split At the time 41 tion.
be augmented or bidding call
wits complme,1 ’rower }tall WaS the can
thing seems cerlargest reinfOlVell concrete school be reopened. One
this is that the students
bnilding anywhere in the world. tain and
welcome the reopening of
The San Jose Mereitly stated, "the will
Tower Hall
style is the art nouveau.
and eombines examples of Ow
liii’. spanish. [tenornt sills Ii,
,i111.1‘ 111,1 7\ 11,,i,111 S(.111)01S."
gre.1
1.11,11, aIri
,tudetti, at San Jose
,,,,cr was relsalcd by slot’
cumneers 1,, be tmsafe. Durirr
Easter ot 1963 the building
closed, and I’Fin’s if student
According to Mrs. Lenore Luctle
Io
arose against the proposed

paZtattaill
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 23,

Architect Appointed for Union
Ernest J. Kamp and A. ..octal.,
.1. Palo Alto has been appointed
arehileet of the San Jose State
Student Union, accoMing to Roger
E. Roden, flirPcill11. of the 535
College Union.
Rodzen said thal the contracts
,re in the process of being prepared and will probably be signed
sometime this week.
Rump and Associates are the arehitects who designed and built the
Foothill College complm, This de-

Reg Cards
Lost?

registrar, a lost

destruction of ’rower Hall.

mann, assistant

Then, nearly ten tumults after
the trustees’ initial action it was
;ilea that the tower and Morris
iii In’s .tiditoritan would be predecision was much to
served.
the relief of the students and (ac-

registration packet is not it cotnpick, 1lisaster

SJS Professor
Dies on Hike

If the packet has been lost before

or during

registration,

the

student should check the IBM area
located in the library on those

SJS Senior
Receives
Scholarship

days.

San Jose Slate (’’liege SI1111,1’
N111,1
Sharman has been voted
a recipient ui the Chandler
Award by the Bay District
California Home Economics Associat ion.
The award is given by the owners of the Chandler’s Warp ’n
Woof Fabric Stores in San Mateo
itI Stonestown. Miss Scharman
won for her attributes of having
a "B" or better average in Home
Economics and for qualities of
leadership and ability.
Among o t her activities, Miss
Scharman is a member of Phi Upsilon Omicron, honorary home economics fraternity, and was chosen
ti;r the "Outstanding Sophomore"
Award by the Home Economics
Department’s faculty in 1963.

Hated.

A hiking amident this past summer ()tainted the life of Donald R.
Neuman, 33-year-old SJS history
last meth r.

the student Ia. unsuccess101.

:text step is a Gip 1,, the
room in the Registrar’s offiee.

A ;Moll; at- set of cards will be
runt

LOAN PROGRAM
Since the 1958 National Detense Education Act made a long
1,1111 loan program available to
,1,1,lents, loans of nearly one million dollars have been made to
at
at San Jose State College. In the past decade, short
I VI*111 emergency loans have in;,..,1I .1.10 $1,01111 t 11 $22,000,

Neuman disappeared in the back
country of Sequoia National Park
on June 25 while on an overnight
hike. His body was found JUIY 13
about a half hour’s hike from
where he was last seen.

after registration has lermi-i

If the packet is lost after signing into classes, the student should I
wait until Friday of the first week
and then inquire at the IBM room,
Registrar’s Office.

This was the fifth summer that
Neuman, a strong. experienced
hiker, has served SS naturalist at
the park.

The lost packet will be either returned or a new one issued.
During the registration and fee
payment periods the student should
be cautious of his packet’s whereabouts, said Mrs. Luedemann, since
each individual is responsible for
the accuracy nil his records.

ARCHITECT CHOSENErnest J. Kump and
Associates of Palo Alto have been selected to
design the newly approved SJS College Union.

This is an artist’s conception of the $41 million
building scheduled to be started early in 1966.

Scholarships A vai abk or Juniors
,
Parki? ng Garage
Majoring
(goring inn Occupatio nal Therapy
Filled to Capacity

The Business Manager’s office
at SJS announced Monday that
the school’s parking garage is
filled to capacity.
A total of 2,000 students and
employees have purchased parking permits to use the facility.
For full time students and employees the parking privilege costs
$13 a semester, and for part time
students the price is $6.50 a semester.

11071401:07e,
"Right on Campus"

Frank is flunking
travel economics!

SJS occupational therapy majors
in their junior year have a chance
for partial tuition scholarships
this year. The scholarships are
made possible through a $15,000
grant to the American Occupational Therapy Assn. (AOTA)
front the United Cerebral Pa I,V

Research and Educational Foundation,
The SJS Occupational Therapy
Department said Monday that
further information on the amount
of the scholarships and how to obtain them would be released in a
few
Any student majoring in

Membership Drive Closes
11 ;2,
1:/.111110i(:111
"111 :H1,1111,111 1,1 1111-, WO paid
The
Pollaeck
continued,
(’tub’s registration-week member- members,"
"we have a long list of students
ship drive has netted over 100 new
who are interested but can’t afford
paid members for the conservative
the $3 dues at the present time."
campus group, according to YR
Commenting on the campaign
Membership Director Bill Pollacek. itself, Richard Reeb, only anPollacek noted that the 100 nounced candidate for SJS club
new members in the first week chairman, said he had written
of this academie year has set "a letters to the G01’ National Comnew high" for the young OOP’s
ntittee in an effort to get presitraditional first -week Wolf. "We
Barry
Sen.
candidate
foresee an active campaign on this dential
flottlwa ter to ,poalt on, rannutS.
camp] is," .a ii Poll:welt.

USED BOOKS?
WE
HAVE THEM

occupational therapy, having junior
year standing, and having completed one or more semesters of
the occupational therapy curriculum is eligible.
Only two other California colleges are receiving similar grants,
Loma Linda University, Loma
Linda, and the University of
Southern California, Los Angeles.
Nation-wide, a total of 32 colleges
and universities a re receiving
scholarship grants from AOTA
this academic year.
Occupational therapy, sometimes called "curing by doing,"
is the science involving rehabilitation for handicapped persons. Occupational therapy majors learn
how to teach the use of crafts,
self-care programs, and plan re-

Los Angeles -San Diego
776-0125
San Diego -San Francisct)
798-4611

He is survived by his wife
Gwendolyn, and three children:
Cynthia, 8; Kenneth, 7; and Paul,
3. The family home is at 209 Fairlawn Drive, Berkeley.
Neuman, who was added to the
SJS faculty in the Spring semester
of 1964, earned his B.A. from the
University of California in 1953, Streets.
after transferring from Glendale
City College. He earned his M.A.
froin U.C. In 1957.
MARRIED STUDENTS
Although the relative percentages of men and women composing
the student body 155 per cent
men, 45 per cent women) have remained essentially stable through
the decade, the number of married students has shown it sharp
increase. A housing survey conducted in the spring of this year
indicates that. 273 per cent of the
students are married; 10 years
ago, the figure was only 18.9 per
cent.

6.35

.::77
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ON ALL ART SUPPLIES
25^,, OFF ON GRUMBACHER OIL PAINTS

POSTERS FOR YOUR ROOM

Refreshmen+ anyone?
Game goes better refreshed,
Coca-Cola! With its lively lift, big hold tasf4!,
never too sweet ... refreshes best.
things go

iwtter
With

PARKS

Drink

Coke

EAST SANTA CLARA STREET
19.85

Applications tot’ students seeking Baccalaureate degree in January 1965 are being taken in the
Regist rar’s Off ice, A DM 102.
An appointment must be made
for a personal interview with a
graduation clerk, and Major and
Minor forms must be on file before the interview may he held.
l’he dateline to inv,ly for January graduation is Oct. 9, and stiidents are urged to schedule appointments as early ; s possible.

.."

to call PSA Super

13.59

January Grad
Applications

10% DISCOUNT

KEANE PRINTS 20", DISCOUNT

FranciscoLos Angeles
/61-0818

Due to the depression. funds
were not available to construct a
larger Union, but then in 1937 the
college bought a Carnegie Library
on Fourth and San Fernando
Streets.
The main floor of the building
was taken up for offices by student body officers, but the most.
popular place was the basement
room called the "Coop."
The present College Union is located on Ninth and San Carlos

SPARTANS!

Francisco, Los Angeles and San Diego.
Low, low fares. On-time flights, SomeFAST!

Assessment ol mandatory student fees begins this semester with
payment of $1.50 tier student.
It has been a ham campaign of
36 years to finally get a Student
Union. Officially it began in 1927
when the 5.15 yearbook, La Torre
carried a full iage of publicity.
In 1927, the student gathering
place was the "Shack," and "L"
shaped building where the Economies Building now stands,

5.15 is one of the few California
colleges offering a B.S. degree in
rieenpational therapy

SMALL INEXPENSIVE FRAMED PICTURES AND

Llectra Jet:

sign won them a national award
Matzen explained that there will
not he anything for the nubile to
see until next spring.
"We have a long way to go as
far as the Union is eoneerned."
said Rodzen. Ile added that it will
probably be complci,,1 ill three
years.
tie emphasized that the Union
will try to be a place to complement anti supplement the day’s activities.
SJS students voted for the Union
in December 1963. The proposal
passed by 11 narrow margin of 70
votes. A two Minds majority was
the measure.
required to

creational and edueational activities.

Poor devil. Doesn’t know about P3A, the
ziirline with the most flights between San

body please tell him

SECTION B

1964

Between 7th nnd 5th,
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New Arithmetic Uses Floating Campu., WomenHow To Catch a Man
Ready To Embark In Four Ways, Says Company
Addition,
Calculus
On New Semester

New Trustee Appointed to Board
Monira imestment 11101 1.1,01,.
Was appointed a trustee tit the I .;
ifornia State Colleges by Gov

Turn In All Keys

mund G. Brown earlier this summer.

All keys found on campus
should be turned in to the t’arnThe 34 -year-old executive vice
pie. l4wkstnhth or dropped into
president of Janss Owl,. is a resithe campus mail.
dent of Malibu. I l. has served on r
All inquiries regarding lost
keys’-hilt also be made at the
Ill,. Governor’s .Adc
Coortitt
locksmith’s offiee in B-3’2 which
14.e on Metropolit.ai ..Xtea
ila barracks
r
located
neattemita
Grounds ofPalmieri %cid et,.. oot the on

r7

e

heal. anywhere . .

In

lact3

SHORTCUTS
The secret behind the advanced
method lies in a number of shortcuts which turn a complex problem into a repetition of simple
arithmetic drills.
’Fake the problem of 25 multiplied hy 48. Not 100 difficult, hot
enough lo 41011110S! of its scurrying foi paper and pen.
Jost as taking 25 per cent of a
number is the same ALS taking one
fourth of it, multiplying by 25 is
Ilw same as multiplying by 100
and dividing by four. Remembering that, the students divide 48
by four to get 12, then multiply
by 100 to get the correct answer
of 1,200.
REVERSE
’The reverse applies in dividing
by 25. The young mathematicians
divide the number by 100, then
multiply by four. Thus 320 divided
by 25 becomes 3.2 multiplied by
.1 for 12.8, the answer.
It works the same with ether
similar numbers, like 125 11000/8),
50 (100/2), 66% (200/3), etc.
And then there’s algebra. On
something like 92 multiplied by
98, these mittli speedsters are silp.
posed to notice immediately that

Director of NEA
Warns Dropouts
Of Job Shortage
WASHINGTON (UPI)
The
youngster who drops out of high
school or coasts through to graduation without learning a skill is
in for a very tough time in the inh
market of the 1960’s.
That warning comes from Virgil
M. Rogers, director of the National
Education Association (NEA) automation project.
Rogers pointed out that "there;
are proportionately few jobs left
for unskilled workers--that is, for
young people with ton little education."
"Elevators are be i n g run by
pushbuttons. Ditches are being
dug by machines. Machines are
being used to deliver telegrams,
wash dishes, peel potatoes and mix
dough. Most of the simple jobs are
disappearing."
On the other hand, Rogers said,
-there are shortages of skilled
workers, and there will be plenty
of jobs in the years ahead for
those who can install and service
mortifies."
Even a high school diploma Is
NO guarantee of employability in
the rapidly automating job market
of the 60’s, he said. It may be
necessary for in a fly high school
graduates to "go back to school
and learn more in order to keep
up with new machines, new techniqi ie,. and new ideas,"
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0111,411/12(111 students who.. find
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the regular methods too slow.

the first digit In each number. 9,
is the sanie and that the lam digit
in each ntunber, 8 arid 2, add 10
10.
They get the first two digits
of the answer by multiplying nine
by the next highest digit, 10, getting 90. The last digits come when
the
they multiply the last digit
original two numbers by each
other for a produet of 16. lioctis
pocus, the answer will he 9016.

of

COMPLEX
The ntlestiorang sometimes becomes more complex, especially
when slated problems are involved. Say the manager of a furniture store marks an item up
four per cent and later marks it
up an additional six per cent. What
single per cent mark-up, the little
14 -year-old Einstelns are asked,
would have the same effect as the
four and six per cent increases?
No, It’s not 10 per cent. It
doesn’t work out that way, they
say. For easy figuring, assume it’s
is $100 item. The four per cent
Dialk-up would set the price at
$104, and then an additional six
per cent increase would up it
another $6.24 to $110.24.
student well versed in the
latest math techniques would put
one rate by the other and add
them up to get 10 per cent. For
good measure, he’d then multiply
them to get 24 . . . and tack It
on the.end for the an.swer, 10.24
per cent.
CATCHING
The mania’s catching, and
there’s no telling how far the thing
will be carried before the students
rebel at the knowledge being
forced into their brain cells.
1 eavesdropped the other day
on one freckle-faced enthusiast
who might have been 12 years old
at the most.
"Let’s see . . . which way to
turn a door knob to open a door?
Well, ’K’ is the 11th letter of the
alphabet
’N’ is the 14th letter
of the ..

I. All iiiI 11.1 i
r
St1retheart
part of the 10111111 We lile1111..
An opinion research survey revented that four out of five girls
who receive chests wore married
According to Dr. E. Ray Nichols within a year, and 50 percent of
Jr.. president of t he university. the girls received their hope chests
many colleges accept credits from beauxearned aboard the ship by students I
TF.CH IQI’ES
IFOI
who later transfer to land -locked
Now, the company cornes up
colleges,
with information that can help
The university will sail from young people in lve
keep cool
o
New York on Oct. 19 and make heads. According to the firm’s concalls at Lisbon, Barcelona, Naples, sa
ultnt in matters romantic, there
Pireaus, Beirut, Alexandria, Ping four techniques which seen i to aid
Said, Suez, 11 om ha y, Colombo, 00111)11.11 ill 11111/1.1/V110:eilliit 11,11.,)
Singapore, Bangkok, Saigon, Hong 1.01111111.1111C011101.
Kong, Keelung, Taiwan, Yokohama
The advice:
and Honolulu before routing the SeThe techitique of asking. You
ale:41er at San Diego on Feb. 3. It emt never assume you know what
will sail from San Diego Feb. 11 your beau means b I phrase, gesfor the spring semester.
1011. OE voice-tone 5,1 ’mist of us
The minimum cost for one semester aboard the ship would be
$2,265, according to the university.
Rates for one semester range from
$1,590 for dormitory space to
$2,190 for rooms shared with
either one or three roommaies.
Tuition comes to $500 and there is
an additional charge "of not more
than $175" for mandatory field
trips at the ports of call.
The university said $300 more
"would be a reasonable amount"
for additional expenses, such as
text hooks, personal expenses and
sightseeing tours.
This year the university will also
offer a seminar for adults. They
will study the arts, history, sociol
ogy and cut-rent events of evia:
country visited. College credits %II
riot bv given for the adult cow

this very thing. At*
ill111114’ What lie means or
’,eh. Then
e pea 1 10 111111 Y011
tinders! mill ti y Ihe eXplanatiOn
Duly if he says ’yes, that’s rigke
can you feel that you’re both bit
ilitir:lert-fsgthatruitiin-agek toward emotional
ti
-Never generalize about your
fiancee or beau’s feelings. It is
vital for monies to learn that feel 1111!S. often 11’1’1111,11114 I or Min
rational, rather than lop!ie 111olt-

The university has 40 faculty
members and hopes to sign aboard
an enrollment of 500 college students. Lust year, aliout 270 students enrolled.

:isS1.111111 1111.111 is a right
iir wrong about anytlUng. itemetnher that almost always there is no
right or wrong side hut there are
different sides. The difference can
he reduced or removedbut not
until absolute rights and wrongs
are put out of one’s mind.
Adopt the principle of basic
vesper,’ for personalities -of etwIt
For comtnunicat ions .In
other.
prosper, relations between boy and
girl must be based on self-respect
and ’(’al Net for the other.
.t1/1/11’11/Si.
0011.1011 11114.1i111 /11 10 I Ill 1.:Iwitworing
at 5,15 provides one of the largest
facilities for 1.111 111011111g 1.11111:aion in the milli,
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FAST SERVICE
LARGE SELECTIONS
25% Off on Used Books
FREE BOOK COVERS
FREE DESK BLOTTERS
all at

altdiatole,

"Right on Campus"

ART SUPPLIES

ENGINEERING SUPPLIES

NET SUPPLIES

:SAN JOSE MKT

Art Supplies
Cx:sit

Jose’s Largest Professional Art Supply Center
Se/fY11111 Sari Jose State Over 48 Yo-at%

S ve Time
Large professional staff to help you get the right materials. Don’t experiment with substituies
Our staff experts know what each course calls for. (They ought to! They’ve been throurjh
them.)

FREE
PARKING

4=MIMV-

.11

A U.S. co -ad serves los cream In IMP

PAYING JOBS
IN EUROPE

a new high in trim stylingonly

$598

’ARAI, MANuf AcIUNING COMPANY. INC. Et PASO. TEXAS

Grand Duchy of Luxembourg,
Sept. 9Students are urged to
apply early for summer jobs in
Europe. Thousands of jobs (office, resort, factory, farm, etc.)
are available. Wages range to
$400 monthly and the American
Student Information Service
awards travel grants to registered students. Those interested
should send $2 to Dept T. ASIS,
22 Ave. de la Liberte, Luxembourg City, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and request the ASIS
36 -page booklet listing and describing every available job, and a
travel grant and job application.

FREE TO SJS STUDENTS:
ONLY 2 BLOCKS
OFF CAMPUS

With this coupon receive a 50c copy of prufes
sional art magazine "Industrial Art Methods."
Limited offer.

11.
11111$1111111111.18811W9sure«Preirerr

SPECIAL STUDENT HOUR’,
Open Every Nit(’
8:30 .i.m. to 900 p.m.

14171
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of the Future?

SAM Chapter
Holds First Meet
Next Wednesday
The Society for the Advancement of Management will hold its
Fall orientation meeting Wednesday, Sept. 30, at 7 p.m. in Concert

INNORM.

Two SJS Students To Appear
In Theater Guilds ’Antigone’

Teaching MachinesHot Debate Rages
WASHINGTON (UPI) -- Are
reaehine natehines the wave of the
future in education? Or are they a
passing fad of a gadget -minded
civilization?
That question is being hotly debated among educators as more
and more schools experiment with
"programmed instruction" by eleetisnin devices.
Five years ago, teaching machines were a laboratory curiosity.
This fall, more than 500 "programmed" courses which can be
taught by machine are available
to SehOMS. They range from spell ing to advanced math and foreign
languages.
Although there are several types
of teaching machines, they all are
designed to help an individual student master a subject by presets
Ing It to him in easy, sequential
stages.
His grasp of the material is constantly checked by questions, and
the machine tells him immediately
whether his response was right or
wrong.
If it was wrong, the machine
sends him hack to review the steps
Ice failed to grasp. If it was right,
the machine sends him on to the

SAM is the nationally recog’,pet professional organization for
the advancement of management
in industry, munmeree, government
and edueation.
Last spring, the SJS Chapter of
SAM won all five national awards
given by the society for largest
membership growth, service to college and student body, quality of
speakers, participation in community events and service to the faculty, and application of management principles.
- SAM offers benefits to students
through college years and after
graduation in Senior Chapters.
Activities include conferences
and seminars with business executives, bushsess tours, committee
activities and social affairs.
Business recognizes SAM as a
supplement to academic achievements. Opportunities are offered
to work with executives, professors and fellow students.
Membership in SAM is open to
second semester sophomores with
an interest in business.

STAIRTAN RAILT-824

Weatuseday Sept 21 19e4

next tidbit of knowledge. Thus
each students meets at his own
pace.
Enthusiasts say that the relatively cumhersome and inflexible
devices now available are the
"model T’s" of the teaching machine age and that far more sophisticated equipment will be coming along within a few years.
International Business Machines
IMMO researchers are already experimenting with a teaching machine honked into an electronic.
digital computer.
Ws’ s.
According to

will act temper tantrum. The machine can
like "a conseientimis. hainan nom not Ice intimidated."
oovus Sophisees
The plot fll
"And even if the student does1 Sharon Cu -cod., and Ithosell lire- of the San Jose Civic Auditoriiiiii
who watches iWev. TIM PrOgrP8S of
’Comb, SJS students, are joining
Miss Cressio now working on work. Ant ’gone itelilier:dely
student."
act up, the computer is infinitely ’tomh.
It corrects the student’s ,In" mine Patient than a human tutor," the San Jose Theater Guild for her iteeonclary teaching credential tirenks the law in all art erupt lo
its opening production of the sea- at &TS, will lie seen in the title bury the body of her brot tier.
SWerS, -101iSeN him if he is cot’- Dr. Koppitz said.
Polynices. left to rot outside Thei role.
rem, gives hint additicinal assignOn the other hand, there is the son, -Antigone."
ments if he has not understood a judgment of Dr. Sidney L. Pressey,; The contemporary drama byl Holcomb. graduate student of bes’ city gates by order of Creon,
point, checks his exercises, gives professor of education at the Uni. i French playwright Jean Anouilh i drama, directs the play, Anouilh’s :the king. Antigone is caught and
versity of Arizona, acknowledged will start Friday. Sept. 25 at 5:30 I interpretation of the Greek trig- .taken to (Won who tries to save
I him hints when he gels stuck."
her by pointing to the stupidity of
Taught lo such an electronic’ as Sather of the whole teaching ! p Iii in this’ %low ’amass Tile:dor (.1. t. Sz,.ploolo,
----- !her actions. Antigone’s ideals are
. Paragon, a student will be icicle to machine idea.
against Creon’e practical
Dr. Presses: is disenchanted withl
1"."gtv" "t his "w" ’Peed "with".
1-11 Wing held IN" it I’llr’trated his brainchild He told a group of
tis: fellow students" s a id Dr. educators recently that
In addition to Friday’s perform I
koppitz.
lance.. -Antigone" ssill Ire repeated
machines are based on "animal
If the student resents the Mika based theories" of learning psyI Saturday. Sept . 26, and the hit’
discipline of the learning situation, chology, and in actual use by hulowing Friday and Saturdas. Oct.
It will do him no good to throw a man students, they tend to become
2 and 3.
Ca
1.’otir
former SJS students will Ethiopia, and the history and cut "educational monstrosities."
Those interested in tickets and
He said that experiments have soon join nearly 10,000 Peat-el titre .if the country.
reserstitions shecucld call Banner
demonstrated that a properly Corps volunteers stationed in the
Geraldine Joyce has left SJS for Play Bureau. 293-RS48.
motivated student can learn just far corners of the world.
Senegal. Joyce and 36 other volRichard L. Godsey. SJS gradu- unteers will go to the West Afrias much from silent reading as he
PEACE CORPS
can from the best teaching ma. ate in June, will help assist other can nation of Senegal to work in 1
V
chine- and learn it in "far less volunteers in Pakistan with public urban public welfare, rural agri- I The largest grct"P rd. Peace
works projects. He will encourage culture, and community develop- :Corps trainees ever assembical rio
lime."
I The tent -shaped (impel of fleeFurthermore, he said, teaching villages to develop programs of ment.
la single camp’s, ’underwent 10
SJS students interested hi work- ioncilialimi on 10th and Sim Carlos machines are "clumsy and expen- sanitation, nutrition, efficient agriThe volunteers completed a ten weeks of intensive training at
culture, pest control, education
ing for the Republican Party in Streets was dedicanal Sunday in sive."
week training course at the South- ,SJS last year before being sent
this election year may contact fa SerVire begun at Orrwert !fall
This blast from the originator is and cooperative marketing.
ern Illinois University where they ,ti. the University or the PhilipThe Pakistani government reRepublican Headquarters. Goldmahalt
the
teaching
to
not
likely
studied the language, culture, anti ,
at the new chapel.
quested the volunteers to provide
’pines and then to the island uf
water-Miller Headquarters or the land concluded
chine movement.
history of Senegal.
Planned to coincide with the
SJS Young Republicans for inforMindanao to teach science in ele
Too many educators have in- technical information in the rural
George
Y.
Yamamoto,
an
SJS
dedication
the
of
school,
opening
areas.
Basically they will act as
mation.
vested their doctoral theses in the
rnentary schools and English us
graduate,
Vinewill
teach
in
a
building of what
the
first
honored
catalysts
in the process of social
A spokesman for the YR’s ansubject, and too many commercial
zuela university. This group will a second language. There were
comprise the Camnounced Friday that precinct will ultimately
interests have tooled up to produce and economic development.
help overcome the teacher shout- 210 trainees. The program was
Center complex. "It
Christian
pus
work, the Dollars-for-Republicans
teaching machines, for that to
TRAINING
age in Venezuela. They trained fur staffed by about 70 faculty mein on the flOW
Drive, literature distribution, and Is hoped construction
happen.
Godsey and his fellow colleagues ten weeks at t h i Universiis of hers, including 13 front the Phil
begun this year,"
other Republican election-year ac- building will be
Besides, teaching machines ap- trained for 12 weeks at Colorado Deneer.
ippines.
Waller Phelps, Chaptivities are well under way, and says Rev.
peal to what Prof. Elton Hocking, State University. They studied Christian
Campus
the
of
lain
of Purdue University, calls the two of the languages of Western
that volunteers are needed.
!Center.
"naive faith in gadgetry" which is Pakistan, plus techniques of comRepublican Headquarters is loThe new chapel, designed to re- typical of this age.
munity development, and the his- ’
cated at the corner of Fourth
semble an Old Testament meeting
tory and culture of the area.
Street and Gish Road, and Golddaily to college
Charles D. Griffiths, former SJS
water-Miller Headquarters is lo- tent, is now open
student from Mountain View, will
cated at 2620 The Alameda. Stu- students.
It is a "quiet place to go to get
teach in a secondary school in
dents seeking to join the 5.15
states Rev.
Ethiopia.
YR’s should contact Richard Reeb, away from things,"
Students who would like to try
The subjects Griffiths and other
293-8259 or Bill Pollacek, 248- PhelPs: and -we e""""ge st"dents to stop by."
out for the SJS inter-collegiate teachers will teach include Eng2868.
Financed by contributions of pistol team should make arrange- lish, math, science, geography, hisparent denominations, the chapel ments this Friday between 9:30 tory, teacher training, physical edwill serve college members of a.m. and 12 noon with Mr. Miller ucation, home economics, business
Episcopal, Lutheran, Presbyterian, in Building R, room 1. Building R subjects, and industrial arts.
United Church of Christ and Dis- Is located behind the Spartan
RENOVATE 541110015
ciples of Christ faiths.
Bookstore and houses the Air
Volunteers will also help renoEpiscopal services will be held Force ROTC and the SJS Police vate old schools and libraries,
Sundays at 8 a.m. and Lutheran School.
The volunteers trained for ten
services at 9:30 a.m. SerVieeS, held
Tryouts will be held one week weeks at the University of C8II
WASHINGTON (UPI)-- Astroat 11 am, will follow Presbyterian from this Friday. Oct. 2, be- fornia at Los Angeles where thcs
naut L. Godron Cooper received and Disciples of Christ traditions.
!studied Amharic the hingturge ol
tween 10:30 a.m. and 2:30 pm:
the Gen. Thomas D. White Space
Trophy Monday for "the superlative skill" be demonstrated in flying 22.9 times around the earth
in orbit.
The trophy was established
three years ago by Or. Thom’,
W. AlcKnew, vice chairman of
the National Geographic Society’s
board of trustees, in honor of Gen.
White, former Air Force chief of
staff who retired in 1961 after
41 years of service,
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A LIFE AND DEATH NIATTEtt
[very human being has a someday-date with death for the one wle
knows Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior, death is a moment of victoty wher
tie is released horn a corruptible. mortal body to step eternally into the
very presence of the lord Jesus Christ with a new resurrection (spilituall
Ludy

Nerjahd ate

a

014-tfri

(and temembet, only Dim nuke. Volosed

Let us consider what the Bible says abut death:
"Behold all souls are mine: the soul ot the lather as well as the
of the son is mine the soul that sins shall die" (Ezekiel 184)

50Id

Its

stripings...

its flared collar...

"The wages of sin is death, but the gift of God is eternal life throttle’
lemis Christ our Lord." (Romans 6-21)
it is appointed unto men once to die, tail after this the judgment ’
(Hebrews 9:22)

as’
-

Suppose a perste, does not believe the Bible or accept Jesus Cluish
Death tor these whom the Bible calls "unbelievers" is still the time the)
must come lace to face with the Lord Jesus Christ. "For we shall all stand
before the judgment seat of God; for it is written, ’as I live says the Lord
every knee shall bow to me, and every tongue shall give praise to God ’ Sc
each ut us shall give account of himself to God." (Romans 14.10-12) Even
toad in tile, lot every human being who tat ever lived, leads sooner or Wet
lu a personal encounter with Jesus Christ our Lout Those who choose tc
receive Jesus Christ now see Him at physical death as Deliverer and Savior
but all others must lace the risen Lour to give account ol themselves belorr
a holy and righteous Creator.

sgs.

"And behold I come quickly; and my reward is with me, to give tc
every man according as his work shall be. I am Alpha and Omega, the Beginning and the End, the First and the last
I Jesus have sent my ante’
to testily to you these things in the churches. I am the root and the oft
spring of David, and the bright and morning star." (Revelation 22:12-16)
so

God continues to extend to us His gift of eternal life through a belle
in His Son. Won’t you settle your account with Jesus Christ today? Meet
Him as Lord now, not as the Holy Judge who can only pronounce sentence
and eternal separation horn God upon those who reject Him
It was Jesus Christ who said, "I am the resurrection and the life he
that believeth on me, though he were dead, yet shall he live: and whosoevei
liveth and believeth in me shall never die." (John 1115-26)
It is this same Jesus Christ who stands ready today to make Himself
real to you if you will only ask Him In nn se Your present relationship tc
Him is literally a matter of life end death! It is your life which is at stake.
your eternal destiny which hangs in the balance

Contemporary Christians
Inns 11791,
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all, distinctively Gant

Oxford Hunt Stripe: A colorful Gant button down that articulates good taste In,
Traditional as the Big Gems ...
Weeiuns! With comfortable, attractive
elegance, poised, easy -does -it styling
and hand -sewn moccasin toe in
classic smooth leather, or new, dash.
mg Scotch Grain. That’s Weeions, by
Bass of course!
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Its Ssptirlor oxford...,
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multi-stripes of navy and gold, burgundy and blue or green and navy. Like all Gant,
shirts, Oxford Hunt Stripe has elan’ in a gentlemanly manner. In trim,Hugger_or:
regular body. About $7 at discerning ,stores:
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Coed Gets Answer to ’What Shall I Wear?’ Question
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MADRAS MYSTERYThe question? Can a traditional, mantailored fabric be styled in a new, kickly guise? The alib.ver?
Yes, yes, yes. Nothing is more fashionable than a madras plaid
dress or a shifty shirt, unless it is a madras shift. Reds, blues,
greens and yellows are blended together in this dress with pushup sleeves. The 100 per cent imported cotton is "guaranteed to
bleed." The outfit is accessorized with a madras headband, red
bracelet and sandals.

GOOD ENOUGH TO EATSpanish oranges,
lovingly planted, grow to maturity on a field
of white. The mix and match set can be worn
for entertaining and even studying. For "Grubbing it" in elegant style, fop the slim pants
with the sleeveless shell, juicy and loaded with
orange concentrate. Or add the Spanish or-

anges and divide with a leaf green or juicy
orange cummerbund. The outfits can be dressed
up or down even further with high heels or
sandals, golden slippers or bare feet. The hairdo’s, worn at a long mid -length can be brushco
back without bangs or swing forward in a flip.

HOORAY FOR A-LINEA double-barreled buckle and the
least bit of inimitable madras color detail fabric belt tops the
inverted pleat A-line skirt. The easy-cars dacron blouse zips
up to a cowl neckline or it can be worn open. The solid colored
skirt, in navy, beige, avocado, bluebell, white or shy violet, may
also be worn with a print blouse in complimentary colors. This is
perfect for campus wear and guarantees plenty of coffee dates
in Spartan Cafeteria.

SUPPLIES
for

Art & Engineering
We’ll supply you with your
every classroom need*

Sure
you’ve
got
all
your

"Right on Campus

books?
Check them offEnglisM History, Payeb, B of A checkbook,
Mork of America checkbook? Naturally! Its one book that
pally comes in handy. Helps you keep track of your funds. Auto.
tnatically gives you a receipt for paid bills. And uith a Tenplan
Checking Account you pay only for the cheeks you use! Open your

checking account today at.,.

BANK 9F AMERICA

ssmm,110.1460C.011111100t. (UM

SECOND AND SAN CARLOS BRANCH

to SOUTH SECOND STREET, SAN ma

5itya4taen-13uotmlom
* Except brains and desire
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